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A seismic shift in the way we live and work
The Coronavirus pandemic is a human tragedy of vast proportions – as well
as the terrible human toll, COVID-19 has led to economies across the globe
going into physical lockdown and financial freefall. Entire populations are
adapting to the “stay at home” edict, to safeguard the vulnerable – and
some of these changes will lead to long-lasting or perhaps permanent
changes in the way we live or work. This note describes some of our client
companies whose business models are well adapted to these changes, or
who might see a change in long-term structural demand.
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solutions as (mainly) telco customers experience demand for new TVviewing options and quality providers look to win and retain market share.

▪ Bango – is already seeing an increase in spending on online services and
entertainment, as consumers use their mobile phone bills to pay for both
digital content and physical goods in countries under lockdown.

▪ FDM – is accelerating existing plans around remote learning in its IT
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Services academies – this change could lower its costs of operation longterm and increase throughput of consultants.

▪ Gamma Communications – could see acceleration in uptake of Cloud-
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based IP work-from-home-friendly telephony across Continental Europe,
as business users see the efficiency and effectiveness of new platforms.

▪ Kape – one of the few to already announce usage uplift, Kape has seen
growth in the sale of VPNs in recent weeks, mainly in the US and Europe,
from people keen to protect their increased domestic online activity.

▪ LoopUp – may well see increased demand for its remote meeting
solutions, which offer voice, video and screen-sharing in a secure way with
a focus on high-end Professional Services customers.

▪ Tern – Internet of Things investments could see accelerated adoption as
their products become significant components in training, securing and
monitoring connected devices in the current environment and beyond.

▪ ZOO Digital – offers a work-from-home platform for subtitling and
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dubbing media content; content producers may now more rapidly accept
the merits of the modern ways of working.
We describe each of these companies, and the potential shifts within their
industries and markets, in easy-to-navigate summaries in the pages below.
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Adapting to change
Common themes in company announcements
Initially, it is perhaps worth noting some common themes among the COVID-19
announcements made by companies listed on the LSE or admitted to AIM. Leaving aside their
individual comments on trading, we have noted:

▪ Cash conservation is a key theme and previously announced dividends have been
withdrawn in many cases.

▪ Funding facilities have been fully drawn down to maximise liquidity and to pre-empt
cancellation or reduction of those facilities.

▪ AGM dates have been pushed back to allow for the fact that Company legislation in the UK
currently has no provision for a “virtual” AGM. The law could perhaps be changed to
accommodate online attendance/quorum inclusion but, at present, this is not an option.
One consistent feature, however, is that workforces are, almost without exception, working
from home.

Working from home
Not everyone can work from home. However, in many situations there is no absolute
requirement for face-to-face meetings, so remote conversations, often including video, are an
acceptable alternative. The current lockdowns in many countries mandate such an approach,
but once people become familiar with it, such remote meetings may become more frequent.
Among other things, workers need:

▪ A space to work in, with the right collaborative hardware and software (which needs to
withstand stress-testing in a high-use environment)

▪ A good internet connection (which can also withstand high demand) and one which is
secure and which can protect privacy both of the individual’s details and any sensitive data
that would not normally pass to or from the employee

▪ A clear determination of what work lends itself to a remote model and realistic expectations
of what can be achieved

Communicating
For management teams, it is crucial that the conferencing or wealth of productivity apps (which
may, for instance, be used to help employees remain focused on specific tasks) offer workers
the opportunity to communicate and collaborate regardless of location. They need to ensure
streamlined, reliable access. It seems that video conferencing can make a difference to feelings
of isolation for workers who are unused to working from home. In addition, they can create a
working environment which encourages the free flow of information and feedback – something
which might be crucial in maintaining the necessary level of engagement in a remote workforce.
Clearly, the ways of achieving this will vary depending on the number of workers involved. Most
COVID-19 related announcements from listed companies have referred to the implementation
of existing business continuity plans and the current health crisis will provide a significant test
of those measures. Underpinning this is the obvious necessity to maintain communication with
employees.
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With many of the technologies already in use, the opportunity for firms to simply ramp up the
scale is obvious. Once this has worked for a period of time, it could prove the catalyst for
companies to consider the benefits of remote working for its employees on a more
permanent basis. It’s possible, of course, that the main challenge will simply be one of space
in an employee’s own home. After all, not everyone will be in a position to allocate a specific
room or area of their family home to forming a workspace on a long-term daily basis.
Nonetheless, a permanent shift in working practices is entirely possible in some areas of
business activity.
Obviously, there are a number of early indications of stress in the system - some corporate
networks were not necessarily attuned to having a majority of their connections coming in over
virtual private networks (VPNs), for instance. In addition, internet service providers are under
pressure to lift bandwidth caps to facilitate the new home working model. On that note, there
was a concern that home broadband networks would struggle under the weight of heightened
usage. It is worth reflecting on comments from the UK ISPA (the Internet Service Providers
Association) which say that ISPs are well placed to handle increased remote working. It notes
that peak network demand for ISPs was traditionally in the late afternoon and evening when
more bandwidth-heavy services like gaming and video streaming are in use. In addition, the
internet has previously withstood occasional “heavy use days” without problems, and clearly
there is much less traffic from the now-closed offices and factories throughout the country.
With schools now closed, the situation is perhaps similar to that of a ‘snow day’. Nevertheless,
many communications platforms have been strained – we use mainly Gamma, LoopUp,
Microsoft Teams and Sharepoint, all of which have shown some signs of pressure, but all of
which seem to be coping well with presumably significant additional use.

Using technology to combat COVID-19
Current examples
Apart from obvious testing, patient treatment and cure research associated with COVID-19,
technology has been used to help, for instance, those who are monitoring the spread of the
disease or who are working in the health industry, or, at a wider level, people who are adjusting
to working from home.
A report on the World Economic Forum website highlights a number of uses that existing
technology has been put to in Asia where a number of the initial cases came to light. In China,
robots have been used to disinfect hospitals, while drones are delivering medical supplies and
Artificial intelligence is being used to sort multiple scans to spot the infection.
In Singapore, government data has enabled detailed mapping of the outbreak and in South
Korea, authorities have tracked potential carriers using cell phone and satellite technology.
While noting the obvious concerns over civil liberties, these are examples of how big data
platforms can be utilised quickly and transparently to produce key information for those
fighting the spread of Coronavirus.

Companies highlighted
Nobody likes to profit from a crisis – and none of the companies in this note have requested
their inclusion, nor are they actively seeking to raise prices or drive short-term gain. This note
focusses not on the immediate pandemic (or even its short- or medium-term economic impact
– it is too early to assess this). Rather, we believe that the businesses we highlight in this
document may benefit into the long term from new ways of living and working.
Their technology models may become even more applicable not just now, but in the future,
as new working practices become more normal.
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equity research services, and the companies researched pay a fee in order for this research to be made available. This report has been
commissioned by the subject company and prepared and issued by PERL for publication in the United Kingdom only. All information used in
the publication of this report has been compiled from publicly available sources that are believed to be reliable; however, PERL does not
guarantee the accuracy or completeness of this report. Opinions contained in this report represent those of the research department of
PERL at the time of publication, and any estimates are those of PERL and not of the companies concerned unless specifically sourced
otherwise. PERL is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) of the United Kingdom (registration number 697355).
This document is provided for information purposes only, and is not a solicitation or inducement to buy, sell, subscribe, or underwrite
securities or units. Investors should seek advice from an Independent Financial Adviser or regulated stockbroker before making any
investment decisions. PERL does not make investment recommendations. Any valuation given in a research note is the theoretical result of
a study of a range of possible outcomes, and not a forecast of a likely share price. PERL does not undertake to provide updates to any
opinions or views expressed in this document.
This document has not been approved for the purposes of Section 21(2) of the Financial Services & Markets Act 2000 of the United Kingdom.
It has not been prepared in accordance with the legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research. It is not
subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research.
PERL does not hold any positions in the securities mentioned in this report. However, PERL’s directors, officers, employees and contractors
may have a position in any or related securities mentioned in this report. PERL or its affiliates may perform services or solicit business from
any of the companies mentioned in this report.
The value of securities mentioned in this report can fall as well as rise and may be subject to large and sudden swings. In addition, the level
of marketability of the shares mentioned in this report may result in significant trading spreads and sometimes may lead to difficulties in
opening and/or closing positions. It may be difficult to obtain accurate information about the value of securities mentioned in this report.
Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance.
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